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Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are in widespread commercial use due to their
compact size, high performance, and low cost. MEMS resonators have emerged as front
runners for sensing (accelerometers, gyroscopes, and particulate matter) and frequency
(RF front-end, filters, timing, and frequency source) applications. The excellent stability,
resolution, and accuracy of resonators lead them an ideal candidate for sensor
implementation. The CMOS-MEMS technology allows for rapid, large-scale, and low-
cost manufacturing. Thermal–piezoresistive resonators (TPRs) are promising candidates
due to their favorable potential with scaling and robust performance in the ambient
environment. A detailed finite element method (FEM) simulation flow is presented along
with a mathematical model for device optimization. The devices were fabricated with the
commercial CMOS technology utilizing the front-end-of-line (FEOL) polysilicon and back-
end-of-line (BEOL) materials like silicon dioxide and interconnect metal. The flexibility of
selective material placement in layout and complex routing using multi-metal interconnect
is employed to develop a balanced TPR design at 2 MHz. A 5-MHz bulk mode TPR was
designed for mass sensing application. The fabricated devices were characterized, and
their performance is compared with other state-of-the-art works. Finally, the developed
devices were used in real-world applications for mass sensing and pressure sensing. The
device achieved 20 kHz/ng. The TPR devices combine principles of Pirani gauge and
resonant sensors for improving the sensing range from 2 to 760 Torr (1 atm).

Keywords: CMOS-MEMS, thermal-piezoresistive resonator (TPR), thermal-piezoresistive oscillator (TPO), resonant
sensor, mass sensor, pressure sensor

1 INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is bringing about a significant transformation resulting in seamless
interaction between machines and humans, leading to smart homes, industries, and cities (Rong
et al., 2016). One of the key technologies in achieving this is the hardware layer consisting of sensors
and actuators. The advances in computing and wireless communication allow for smart portable
devices capable of predicting our needs based on the environment and past data (Jie et al., 2013).
Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology is widely researched for the
fabrication of MEMS like accelerometers (Tsai et al., 2012), resonators (Chen et al., 2018), mass
sensors (Vidal- Álvarez et al., 2016), thermal sensors (Göktaş, 2019), pressure sensors (Liao et al.,
2021), ultrasonic transducers (Hsu et al., 2020), microfluidic devices (Huang and Mason, 2013), and
biosensors (Lu and Bhushan, 2016). Compact size, long battery life, high performance, and ease of
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bulk manufacturing for low ownership cost and rapid
deployment are prerequisites for smart sensors. In addition to
satisfying the key aspects of smart sensors, CMOS-MEMS enables
single-chip integration of various sensors, energy harvesters,
signal processing, and wireless communication, as shown in
Figure 1. Application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)
enabled the rapid growth of semiconductors. CMOS-MEMS
assists in providing targeted sensing, actuation, networking,
and AI capabilities for any application.

MEMS resonators are widely explored for sensing due to their
excellent frequency stability, sensitivity, and accuracy (Parsons,
1993). Piezoelectric transduction is preferred due to its high
electromechanical coupling coefficient but is not suitable for
monolithic integration and needs complex and expensive
multi-die bonding for integration (Tsai et al., 2015). Capacitive
transduction is extensively used in MEMS because of its zero-
power operation and high sensitivity. High transduction requires
a tiny gap and operation in a vacuum. Thus, capacitive ambient
sensors suffer from increased damping and performance
degradation (Nguyen and Howe, 1999). Thermal-piezoresistive
transduction can operate in ambient conditions without
significant performance degradation at the cost of power
consumption. It is possible to reduce the power consumption
with device optimization while maintaining high sensitivity.
Thus, they are attractive candidates for future smart sensors.

The study covers the mechanism of thermal-piezoresistive
resonator operation, implementation in a standard CMOS
foundry process, and procedure for FEM simulation. The
post-fabrication release steps are then summarized along with
a typical electrical characterization of resonators and oscillators.
Finally, real-world performance for pressure and mass sensing is
demonstrated and compared with other works.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Before we can design MEMS resonators, we need to understand
the physics behind thermal-piezoresistive devices. The typical
design flow consists of the trade-off between crucial
parameters, which can be easily accomplished with a
mathematical model. FEM simulations are then used to
evaluate the performance of design in the real world
(i.e., non-ideal geometries, anchor conditions, and non-
linear properties). CMOS-MEMS introduce additional
constraints like the fixed material stack and design rule
checks (DRC) tailored for circuits. For MEMS resonators,
the resonant frequency (fr), quality factor (Q), motional
resistance (Rm), and power consumption (Pbias) (especially
for TPRs) are key parameters. For most CMOS-MEMS
devices, the BEOL dielectric [silicon dioxide (SiO2)] is
preferred as a structural element due to its low material loss,
electrical insulation, and excellent selectivity against metal
etchants (Williams et al., 2003). The metal interconnects are
used for routing or electrodes. The low resistivity polysilicon
(Poly-1) is used for a thermal drive, while the high resistivity
polysilicon (Poly-2) is for piezoresistive sensing. The vibration
frequency of a MEMS resonator is determined by its

dimensions and material property. CMOS allows for precise
control of the geometry and well-defined material properties,
especially polysilicon. In addition to selecting an appropriate
resonance frequency (fr), it is imperative to choose a suitable
mode shape for a target application. The vibration mode shape
not only determines the critical resonator parameters like
quality factor (Q) and motional resistance (Rm) but also the
performance (sensitivity and resolution) of a resonant sensor.

2.1 Working Principle
TPR relies on the interaction between thermal, mechanical, and
electrical domains. The vibration is caused due to thermal
expansion/contraction, and the electrical output is obtained
due to the piezoresistive effect (Rahafrooz and Pourkamali,
2010). The detailed multi-domain interaction for typical length
extension TPR is explained in Zope et al. (2020). The interaction
for a flexural clamped-clamped beam (CCB) is depicted in
Figure 2. An AC signal (iac) is superimposed on the DC bias
current (IDC) through the drive resistor, which results in a change
in temperature due to Joule heating. The rise in temperature due
to IDC does not affect the dynamic performance of a TPR. Thus,
the small-signal temperature fluctuation is proportional to the
magnitude of IDC and the magnitude and phase of iac. This
alternating temperature generates expansion (e.g., IDC and iac
are in-phase in Rh-2 and Rh-4) and contraction (e.g., IDC and iac are
out-of-phase in Rh-1 and Rh-3) of the heater resistors (Rh-n). The
alternate expansion and contraction exert a force (FD) along the
center of the drive/heater resistors. The combined effect results in
a moment (MD) at the anchors, driving the beam into an in-plane
flexural mode. Also, the DC heating (IDC only) causes the entire
composite beam to reach a steady-state temperature (TDC). This
temperature increase causes the beam to undergo thermal
expansion, which results in the development of thermal
compressive stress and is shown as a force FDC pushing
against the anchors. The thermal stress reduces beam stiffness,
hence lowering the resonant frequency (fr). An equivalent force
(Feff) can be defined as a point force acting on the beam to mimic
the effect of the differential thermal drive resulting in the lateral
displacement y0.

FIGURE 1 | Monolithic integration of a smart sensor system using a
CMOS processor.
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The motion of the beam creates alternate compressive (−σ)
and tensile (+σ) stresses in the beam. The magnitude of this stress
is highest near the anchor region. This results in a change of
resistivity in polysilicon sense resistors (Poly-2) due to the
piezoresistive effect. The fluctuating resistance causes an
alternating voltage to develop across the sense resistors (Rs-n)
for a constant DC (IS) flowing through the sense resistor. An
external amplifier can be used to feed the output signal back to the
drive resistors to create a closed-loop system. To enable sustained
oscillation, the loss due to TPR needs to be compensated by the
external amplifier and ensure positive feedback, that is, satisfying
the Barkhausen criteria (Nguyen and Howe, 1993). The use of an
n-type piezoresistor ensures a positive feedback loop (Rahafrooz
and Pourkamali, 2010). The low piezoresistive coefficient (πl)

(Wang et al., 2013) of polysilicon prevents self-oscillation in
CMOS-MEMS TPRs, which is commonly observed in single
crystal silicon (SCS) devices (Rahafrooz and Pourkamali, 2010;
Steeneken et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2018; Li et al., 2014).

2.2 Structure
Low-loss materials are preferred for use in MEMS to ensure
high Q. TPRs require current flow to drive and sense, which
makes lossy metal interconnections unavoidable. The
schematic representation for the length extension mode II-
bar TPR is depicted in Figure 3A. Poly-1 (drive) and Poly-2
(sense) resistors form the central core of the thermal beam.
SiO2 encloses the resistors to protect it during release. CMOS
foundry dictates the layer stack. Poly-1 and Poly-2 are

FIGURE 2 | Bias (drive and sense), generated force, displacement, and stress for drive and sense half cycle for a clamped-clamped beam (CCB).

FIGURE 3 | Simplified schematic representation of (A) II-bar and (B) clamped-clamped beam (CCB).
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separated by a thin oxide layer of 37 nm. These layers are used
in integrated circuits to create the poly-insulator-poly (PiP)
capacitor. The beams are connected to a proof mass at the ends.
The polysilicon in the proof mass serves as an interconnection
for the two thermal beams. A low resistance routing is achieved
by employing wider polysilicon layers in the proof mass. The
thickness of the structure is determined by the layer stack used
(metal 1 to metal 4 for 0.35 µm CMOS). The thermal beam
dimensions are 60 µm × 3 µm x 6 µm (LxWxH) and those for
proof mass are 50 µm × 100 µm x 6 µm. The drive and sense
resistors are 1 µm wide, and their resistances are 360 and
2,700 Ω, respectively.

The schematic representation for CCB is depicted in Figure 3B.
The thermal drive resistors are placed in the middle of the beam,
and piezoresistive sensing resistors are located near the anchors.
This ensures maximum efficiency for both drive (low-stiffness
region) and sense (high-stress region). The sense resistors protrude
inside the anchor region to ensure maximum stress distribution
across Poly-2. The heater elements (Rh-n) are 6 μm × 1 μm ×
0.275 μm, and the sense elements (Rs-n) are 8 μm× 1 μm× 0.18 μm.
The CCB is 80 μm × 6 μm × 6 μm. The oxide proof mass (50 μm ×
10 μm) is attached at the center to the beam and is formed entirely
of SiO2. Both the drive and sense resistors are arranged to form a
Wheatstone bridge. This isolates the DC and AC terminals,
eliminating the need for bias-TS or complex biasing circuits
(Zope and Li, 2021). The physical separation of drive and sense
resistors also reduces the feedthrough. The effective drive and sense
resistances are 48 and 400Ω, respectively. The multilayer
interconnections in CMOS are exploited to create a differential
drive and sense configuration.

2.3 Modeling
An equivalent model allows for co-simulation with the circuit and
helps identify performance-critical parameters. A detailed
derivation for a CMOS TPR is provided in Zope et al. (2020)
for the bulk mode. The overall transconductance (gm) is derived
to be

gm � im
vac

� −2FαeqQπl−2EPoly−2
ISID
ω0Cth

, (1)

where αeq is the equivalent coefficient of thermal expansion, πl-2 is
the piezoresistive coefficient of Poly-2, EPoly-2 is Young’s modulus
of Poly-2, Cth is the beam thermal capacitance, ω0 is the angular
resonant frequency, and IS and ID are bias currents. The F factor is
a ratio of thermal beam resistance to total drive resistance. Thus, a
designer needs to ensure smaller Cth and lower fr to achieve high
gm at low power. There is a trade-off between Cth (smaller
dimension) vs. fr (lower stiffness, i.e., larger beam). MEMS
resonators are modeled as RLC tanks. Figure 4A shows the
equivalent electrical model for CMOS-MEMS II-bar TPR. Rm-

1, Lm-1, and Cm-1 represent the electrical equivalent of mechanical
motion (Poly-1 drive). The sensing is expressed as a current-
dependent current source (G21). The expression for each
parameter is given as follows:

Rm−1 � 1
gm−1

; Lm−1 � QRm−1
ω0

; Cm−1 � 1
QRm−1ω0

;

gm � G21gm−1 i.e., gm1 � −2F2αeqQπl−1EPoly−1
I2D

ω0Cth
&G21 � πl−2IS

Fπl−1ID
;

(2)

where πl-1 is the piezoresistive coefficient of Poly-1. For
maximum gain, a bias condition of IS > ID should be utilized.
In practice, this is difficult because of the higher resistivity of
Poly-2 and lower current density limit. In addition to the driving

FIGURE 4 | Electrical equivalent circuit model for (A) II-bar and (B) balanced drive and sense CCB.

TABLE 1 | Critical dimensions of II-bar and calculated values for crucial thermal
and mechanical system parameters.

Parameter Value Unit

Proof mass width, WP 50 μ m
Proof mass length, LP 100 μ m
Thermal actuator beam width, WB 3 μ m
Thermal actuator beam length, LB 30 μ m
Polysilicon width, Wpoly 1 μ m
Structure thickness, t 6 μ m
Total thermal actuator beam resistance, RH 360 Ω
Total thermal sensing beam resistance, RS 2,700 Ω
F factor 0.84 -
Spring constant, keff 85.2 kN/m
Equivalent actuator beam thermal resistance, Rth 2.038 × 105 K/W
Equivalent actuator beam thermal capacitance, Cth 2.71 × 10−9 J/K
Natural frequency, fn 5.2 MHz
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(RH) and sensing (RS) resistors, electrical feedthrough is
accounted for by the introduction of a feedthrough
capacitance (Cf) in the electrical model. As Poly-1 and Poly-2
are separated by ≈ 37-nm oxide gap, the parasitic capacitance
cannot be ignored. Table 1 lists the dimensions of the II-bar and
calculated critical parameters.

An exact analytical model is complicated for a CCB with
pseudo bimorph actuation and is severely limited due to
significant stiffness variation from residual stress and built-up
thermal stress during operation. Thus, a hybrid approach
utilizing standard analytical equations and lumped parameters
from the finite element method (FEM) and measurements are
used. Following the steps in Zope et al. (2020), a more generalized
equation is derived to be

gm � im
vac

� −4n αeqAQπl−2EeqEPoly−2
keffω0LbCth

ISID, (3)

where n is the number of actuators (4 for CCB), A is the cross
section area of the differential temperature region of the thermal
beam, Lb is the length of sensing Poly-2, Eeq is Young’s modulus of
the composite beam, and keff is the equivalent stiffness. To
simplify the design process, the stiffness equation for an ideal
CCB is used to decide the beam dimensions. FEM simulation is
then used to model thermal stress and match the fr to the desired
target of 2 MHz in this study. The electrical equivalent model is
shown in Figure 4B.

2.4 FEM Simulation
The dynamic response of a TPR requires analysis of electrical,
thermal, and mechanical domains. The frequency response of a
resonator provides all the crucial performance parameters like
motional resistance (Rm or 1/gm), Q, and driven fr. First, the
resonant frequency is evaluated with eigenanalysis and was found
to be 2.03 MHz, as depicted in Figure 5A. The resonant behavior
is characterized by a combination of both AC and DC signals.
These are not supported in all domains in most FEM software. To
overcome this limit, a separate electrical conduction domain was
set up for AC drive, DC drive, and DC sense. Heat transfer
physics was then set up for dynamic temperature only, that is, the

boundary condition was set to 0 K. The heat equation is given as
(Maugin, 1999) follows:

ρCp
zT

zt
− ∇.(kh∇T) � Qh, (4)

where ρ is density, Cp is heat capacity, T is temperature, kh is
thermal conductivity, and Qh is a heat source. To include the
effect of time-varying excitation in thermal analysis, the heat
source was modified to include Joule heating and drive frequency,
shown as follows.

Qh � Jh,DC.Eh,ac + Jh,ac.Eh, DC − iρCpω0, (5)
where Jh is current density, Eh is the electric field, and i is the
imaginary number (√-1). Thus, the stationary analysis now
considers the effect of Cp on the temperature. The thermal
time constant of the device is much larger than the resonance
period, so the device cannot reach a steady state when driven.
Figure 5B shows the differential AC temperature distribution in
the heater resistors. The average temperature change is 1.6 K.

The piezoresistive domain is applied to enable stress-
dependent resistivity of materials. It combines mechanical and
electrical domains. The small-signal temperature from the

FIGURE 5 | FEM simulation of CCB showing (A) eigenfrequency of 2.02 MHz for the in-plane mode. (B) Small-signal temperature distribution for the differential
drive and the average temperature change of 1.6 K, (C) a uniform displacement of 1.6 nm at resonance, and (D) transconductance (gm) of 62 µS at resonance for a
frequency sweep study.

TABLE 2 | Material parameter values for CMOS.

Parameter Value Unit

Young’s modulus (SiO2), ESiO2 70 GPa
Young’s modulus (poly), EPoly 160 GPa
Effective Young’s modulus, Eeq 71 GPa
Density (SiO2), ρSiO2 2,200 kg/m̂3
Density (poly), ρPoly 2,330 kg/m̂3
Specific heat (SiO2), Cp,SiO2 730 J/(kg*K)
Specific heat (poly), Cp,Poly 720 J/(kg*K)
Thermal conductivity (SiO2), kSiO2 1.4 W/(m*K)
Thermal conductivity (poly), kPoly 25 W/(m*K)
Thermal expansion coefficient (SiO2), αSiO2 0.5 × 10−6 1/K
Thermal expansion coefficient (poly), αPoly 2.6 × 10−6 1/K
Effective thermal expansion coefficient, αeq 0.533 × 10−6 1/K
Longitudinal piezoresistivity coefficient of Poly-2, πl2 −15 × 10−11 1/Pa
Longitudinal piezoresistivity coefficient of Poly-1, πl1 −1.36 × 10−11 1/Pa
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previous step is coupled to induce periodic vibration. The
resultant displacement of 1.6 nm is shown in Figure 5C. A
frequency sweep study was performed using the heat transfer
and current results from the stationary analysis. The simulated gm
of 62 µS for an assumed Q of 2,500 is plotted in Figure 5D. These
values can be used to design a specification for sustaining circuits
to enable oscillators. The material parameter values are listed in
Table 2.

2.5 Fabrication
The metal release process creates MEMS with oxide-rich
structures, thus enabling high-Q devices. The post-process
needs three steps and starts with proper design in the CMOS
tape-out (Ming-Han Tsai et al., 2008). Figure 6A shows the
optical image of the die received from the CMOS foundry and
cross section across the thermal beam near drive resistors. The
thermal beam is surrounded by a sacrificial metal via stack. The
sacrificial metal and via are etched using Piranha solution at
100°C. This is used to etch the release holes and get access to the
silicon substrate, as depicted in Figure 6B. This process has a very
high selectivity (Williams et al., 2003) and is robust. Reactive ion
etching (RIE) is used to remove the protective SiO2 layer on the
probe pads which is essential to protect against the etchant in the
previous step. The device is then released by isotropic dry etch of
the silicon substrate using XeF2. The undercut of the silicon
substrate can be seen in Figure 6C for the released device. It is
imperative that polysilicon is not exposed to XeF2 due to cracks in
the interlayer dielectric (ILD) as it is a low-quality oxide (wet
oxidation). The polysilicon layer is enclosed by SiO2 and
constraints the minimum width of the thermal beam. The
measured width of the released beam was found to be
3.148 µm compared to the drawn width of 3 µm (Zope et al.,
2020). The tapered profile at the top of the beam and the thickness
are dependent on the SiO2 dry etch time. The measured thickness
was 5.9 µm compared to the expected thickness of 6 µm based on
foundry data. Frequency variation mainly comes from the
deviation in beam shaping and thickness.

2.6 Applications
Resonant sensors have higher sensitivity and excellent frequency
stability (Bedair and Fedder, 2004). Frequency response
measurement requires complex circuitry increasing the cost

and power consumption of a potential sensor. The same
results can be achieved by implementing an oscillator and
measuring the resonant frequency with digital counters for
fraction of the cost in power and money. A lock-in amplifier
(Zurich Instruments HF2LI) with the phase-locked loop (PLL) is
used to study the closed-loop performance of TPRs, as illustrated
in Figure 7. Bias is provided by Keithley 2400 source measure
unit (SMU). The resolution of a resonant sensor is determined by
the stability of the oscillator (Leeson, 1966). The stability of an
oscillator is measured using the Allan deviation1. The best
resolution for a resonant sensor requires large output power
(i.e., linear range) and high Q (Chen et al., 2019). A resonant
sensor frequently has to operate in ambient pressure, thus
limiting the Q for capacitive transduction in CMOS-MEMS
compared to that for a thermal piezoresistive oscillator (TPO).

2.6.1 Mass Sensor
A particle landing on a resonator changes its mass resulting in a
shift in the resonant frequency. The change in frequency is given
by (Xiaoyuan Xia et al., 2008)

Δf
Δm � − fr

2Meff
;for Δm≪Meff, (6)

where Meff is the effective mass and depends on the mode shape,
and Δm is the added mass. The trade-off in larger sensitivity is the
reduction in the sensing range. The resonant frequency can be
increased by making the structure more rigid and reducing its
mass. The sensitivity is degraded when the added mass is
comparable to Meff. The sensitivity of the II-bar was simulated
to be 20.48 Hz/pg using FEM by added mass and extraction ofMeff

and keff from eigenfrequency using total energy (Hauer, 2013). The
experimental setup used to evaluate the mass sensing performance
of the TPO is shown in (Chang et al., 2016). A 1 pL silver droplet
(DGP 14LT-15C, Advanced Nano Products Co., Ltd.) is deposited
by a nano-printer (DMP-2800 Dimatix FUJIFILM) on the proof
mass, and the resultant change in frequency is measured by using a
frequency counter (Keysight 5230).

FIGURE 6 | Steps for post-fabrication release of the MEMS. (A)Optical microscope image (OM) of the die received from the foundry and its cross section along AAʹ.
(B)OM after metal wet etching and its AAʹ cross section showing a trench. (C)OMafter dry SiO2 etch (RIE) and isotropic dry etch of Si for release. The substrate undercut
can be seen in the image.

1Autonomous, Author. (1999). “IEEE Standard Definitions of Physical Quantities
for Fundamental Frequency and Time Metrology-Random Instabilities,” in IEEE
Std 1139-1999, 1–40. doi:10.1109/IEEESTD.1999.90575
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2.6.2 Pressure Sensor
Pirani gauge is one of the widely used pressure sensors and relies
on the different heat loss mechanisms in various pressure regions.
At high pressure, the heat loss due to conduction in gas is high,
and the resistance of the heater is not changed. At moderate
pressure, the heat loss depends on the number of gas molecules in
contact with the heater. The heater resistance increases with a
decrease in pressure and is the working range for Pirani gauges.
For low pressure, there are fewer gas molecules, and heat loss is
mostly from support structures. The heater resistance as a
function of pressure is given by Mastrangelo and Muller (1991).

Rb � R0[1 + αδ

ϵ (1 − tanh
�ϵ√ l

2�ϵ√
l
2

)]; δ � I2bR0

kbwlt
;

ϵ � ηkgas(P)
kbtd

− αδ;

(7)

where R0 is the electrical resistance; δ is ohmic heating power; Ib is
the heater current; w, l, and t are the width, length, and thickness
of the heater; kb and kgas(P) are the thermal conductivity of the
beam and gas, respectively; η is the coefficient of fringing heat
flux; d is the gap between the heater and heat sink; α is the
temperature coefficient of resistance; and ϵ is the heat loss
through a gas. The heater has a small effective length
(≈12 μm) as they were designed to drive the CCB in the 2-
MHz in-plane mode. This limits the detectable pressure range.
The resonant pressure sensor can have an extended range by
combining the resistance change of Pirani gauge withQ and fr of a
resonator (Li et al., 2019). As the transconductance (gm) already
includes all of these parameters, it enables monitoring of a single
parameter and still benefits from increased pressure range. The gm
or motional resistance can be extracted from a ring down
measurement (Polunin et al., 2015). There is a trade-off in the
larger heater area and gm due to Cth. The measurement setup is

the same as Figure 7 with the addition of a pressure controller
(Druck PACE5000).

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The resonator characterization is performed using a four-port
Keysight vector network analyzer (VNA). Then, an oscillator
performance is evaluated, and finally, mass and pressure sensing
results are discussed.

3.1 Thermal–Piezoresistive Resonator
Characterization
The open-loop frequency response for II-bar TPR is plotted in
Figure 8A for operation in vacuum and air. The bulk TPR
achieves a Q of 10,687 at 5.13 MHz for a bias power of 1 mW
in a vacuum (1 mTorr). In the ambient pressure, the TPR has a Q
of 3,233 at 5.1 MHz for a bias power of 2.6 mW. The differential
configuration ensures feedthrough reduction enabling a stopband
rejection (SBR) of 20 dB. As expected, squeeze film damping has
significantly reduced the Q in air. The transconductance (gm) is
extracted by converting the S-parameters to Y-parameters. The
bulk TPR has a gm of 5.7 µS and 5.3 µS in vacuum and air,
respectively, as shown in Figure 8B. Figure 8C summarizes the
bias andmeasurement conditions. Thus, to get a gm similar to that
in vacuum requires 2.5X the bias power when operating at the
ambient pressure level.

The flexural TPRdemonstrates aQ of 3,691 in vacuumat 2MHz
for a bias of 1.67 mW. For operation in air, theQ degrades to 996 at
2MHz for the same bias, as depicted in Figure 9A. The SBR is
almost doubled to 40 dB because of the separation of drive and
sense resistors, that is, reduced feedthrough capacitance. Figure 9B
shows the extracted gm of 102 µS and 27 µS in vacuum and air,

FIGURE 7 | Setup for characterization of a thermal piezoresistive oscillator (TPO) with a HF2LI lock-in amplifier with PLL.
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respectively. Figure 9C summarizes the bias and measurement
conditions. The flexural TPRs achieve 20X gm compared to the bulk
mode because of smaller Cth despite significantly lower Q.

3.2 Thermal-Piezoresistive Oscillator
Measurement
The closed-loop performance of the device is evaluated using a
lock-in amplifier with PLL. The phase noise (PN) plots for II-bar
and CCB TPO in air are depicted in Figure 10A. The bulk mode
TPO achieves a phase noise of −72 dBc/Hz at a 1 kHz offset, and
an expected far-from carrier (10 kHz) PN of −76 dBc/Hz. The
flexural mode on the other hand achieves a PN of −98 dBc/Hz
and −100 dBc/Hz at 1 and 10 kHz offsets, respectively. The II-
bar’s low gm severely hampers its phase noise. The frequency
stability is extracted from Allan deviation (ADev) plots, as shown
in Figure 10B. A gate time of 1 and 10 ms was used to collect the
oscillation frequency of II-bar and CCB, respectively. The best-
case ADev of 85 ppb is reached for an integration time of 0.8 s for
II-bar. The CCB requires an integration time of 70 ms for an
ADev of 72 ppb. This corresponds to a frequency resolution of
0.43 and 0.144 Hz for II-bar and CCB, respectively. This results in

a mass resolution of 19.5 fg. This is more than sufficient for a
PM2.5 sensor (Chang et al., 2016).

3.3 Mass Sensing
The II-bar is set up as an oscillator with the use of a lock-in amplifier
+ PLL. The nano-printer head is aligned with the proof mass. Once a
droplet lands on the device, the solvent is allowed to evaporate and
leave Ag particles only. This ensures uniform mass deposition.
Figure 11A shows the real-time nano-printing experiment. The
frequency shift is 25 kHz per droplet. The impact force of the droplet
causes a frequency shift greater than the PLL bandwidth (50 kHz).
This results in discontinuity after each droplet impact due to loss of
tracking in PLL. As the proofmass of the II-bar has constant velocity,
the frequency shift is independent of droplet position. A total of
seven droplets were printed. The corresponding frequency vs. added
mass is depicted in Figure 11B and showed excellent linearity with
R2 of 0.999. Based on the datasheet, 1 pL droplet should correspond
to 0.5 ng of Ag after solvent evaporation. A frequency shift of 25 kHz
corresponds to a mass of 1.22 ng using the FEM sensitivity of
20.49 kHz/ng. Based on Figure 11B, we can observe the
sensitivity is 20 kHz/ng. Figure 11C shows the optical image of
the Ag droplets deposited on the TPO.

FIGURE 8 |Measured frequency response of II-bar in vacuum (blue) and air (brown). (A) S-parameter transmission magnitude plot with Q of 10,687 and 3,233 in
vacuum and air, respectively. (B) Converted Y-parameter magnitude, that is, transconductance (gm) of about 5 µS in vacuum and air. (C) Bias conditions and measured
parameters are summarized in the table.

FIGURE 9 | Measured frequency response of CCB in vacuum (blue) and air (brown). (A) S-parameter transmission magnitude plot with Q of 3,691 and 996 in
vacuum and air, respectively. (B)Converted Y-parameter magnitude, that is, transconductance (gm) of about 102 µS in vacuum and 27 µS in air. (C)Bias conditions and
measured parameters are summarized in the table.
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FIGURE 10 |Oscillator performance evaluation of II-bar (blue) and CCB (brown). (A) Phase noise response showing far-from-carrier noise of −100 dBc/Hz for CCB
and −76 dBc/Hz for II-bar. (B) Frequency stability evaluation, showing Allan deviation of 72 and 85 ppb for CCB and II-bar, respectively, in air.

FIGURE 11 | II-bar TPO performance evaluation for mass sensing. (A) Real-time frequency measurements for the printing of seven Ag 1 pL droplets. The impact
force causes the frequency shift to exceed the PLL bandwidth. (B) Frequency vs. added mass shows excellent linearity with R2 of 0.999 and mass sensitivity of 20 kHz/
ng. (C) OM image of the Ag particles deposited on the proof mass.

FIGURE 12 | Pirani gauge operation showing (A) temperature-bias power characteristics of Poly-1 for 1 mTorr (brown) and 760 Torr (blue) and (B) resistance vs.
pressure graph for the heater (RH) [brown] and sensing (RS) [blue] resistances.
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3.4 Resonant Pirani Gauge
A resistance or frequency output is preferred for a pressure sensor
because of its ease of measurement using low-power and low-cost
digital circuits. Ring down can be employed to obtain oscillator
amplitude (i.e., gm) and Q using the simple digital circuit (Polunin
et al., 2015). The CCB is placed in an air-tight chamber, and the
pressure varied in steps to evaluate its performance in open-loop
(resonator) and closed-loop (oscillator). Figure 12 shows the
typical Pirani gauge operation of CCB. The temperature vs. bias
power for constant pressure is plotted in Figure 12A while the
resistance vs. pressure graph is presented in Figure 12B. Poly-1
acts as a temperature sensor because of its TCR of 867 ppm/°C. For
a bias power of 1.1 mW, the temperature change was extracted to
be 54°C, that is, Joule heating results in an average temperature of
79°C for Poly-1 heater under 1.1 mW bias power. The thermal
resistance is extracted to be 43 k [K/W] and 49 k [K/W] in air and
vacuum, respectively. Ideally, we expect the difference to be much
larger for a greater detection range. In the current design, the TPR
was not optimized as a Pirani gauge and thus has a very small active

area. The linear sensing range for Poly-1 resistor is 2–100 Torr
while that of Poly-2 resistor is 4–760 Torr. The sensing range can
be extended in the low-pressure regime by modification of the TPR
structure. A TPR with lower fr, that is, a longer beam along with
thinner oxide over the active area will extend the Pirani gauge
linear pressure range in mTorr.

Next, the resonant mode is explored. Figure 13A depicts the
frequency vs. pressure graph showing a linear in log relationship
with a turnover point at 300 Torr. The devices will experience
squeeze film damping at higher pressure. Thus, the fr is expected
to increase with decreasing pressure. At certain low pressure, the
squeeze film stiffness becomes dominant and causes a change in fr
for decreasing pressure with reduced sensitivity (Li et al., 2019),
(Blech, 1983). This turnover point occurs in the 200–300 Torr
region for four different dies. The frequency sensitivity is
−1.08 kHz/decade up to 300 Torr and +707 Hz/decade below
300 Torr. The Q vs. pressure is plotted in Figure 13B. The Q plot
also shows the turnover at 300 Torr with a slope of −229/decade
above 300 Torr and −72/decade below 300 Torr.

Finally, we combined all of these effects into a single parameter
“gm” to implement the resonant Pirani gauge (RPG). Figure 14
shows a linear relationship for gm in 2–760 Torr, thus extending
the pressure sensing range using a single parameter.

4 DISCUSSION

The resonator response closely agrees with the FEM simulation.
Substituting the measurement Q in FEM provides a simulated gm of
94 µS for the bias conditions of Figure 10. The importance of Cth for
TPR performance is seen from the extracted gm for II-bar and CCB
resonators. The designer can optimize the TPR using the presented
model. In addition, the electrical equivalent circuit facilitates co-
simulation with a sustaining amplifier to obtain oscillator
performance, that is, specification for a potential resonant sensor.

The mass sensing performance of the CMOS-MEMS II-bar is
compared with prior works in Table 3. The presented II-bar
achieves mass sensitivity (MS) of 20.4 kHz/ng. In Kim et al.

FIGURE 13 |Resonant sensor mode. (A)Measured frequency vs. pressure showing a linear in log relationship with a turnover point at 300 Torr. (B)MeasuredQ vs.
pressure plot depicting the linear in log relationship with a turnover at 300 Torr. A bias of 1.1 mW and 0 dBm drive was used in these measurements.

FIGURE 14 | Resonant Pirani gauge (RPG) operation. Measured gm vs.
pressure showing a linear trend in 2–760 Torr.
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(2006), the authors used a silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer to
fabricate an SCS cantilever with fr of 80 kHz. The mass sensing
limit of 10 fg was observed for the flow of N2 gas. The thin-film
piezoelectric-on-substrate (TPoS) is widely used for resonant
sensors due to its higher Q over traditional piezoelectric
devices. A 27-MHz length extension mode using AlN TPoS
achieved a mass sensitivity of 4.2 kHz/ng (Harrington et al.,
2010). A ZnO film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR)
demonstrated a sensitivity of 3.3 MHz/ng for a device
operating at 870 MHz (Johnston et al., 2009), which is three
orders higher than that achieved in this work. An SOI II-bar self-
oscillating (Hajjam et al., 2011) at 4.6 MHz demonstrated a
sensitivity of 31 kHz/ng and is comparable to that realized by
the CMOS-MEMS II-bar. A flexural CMOS-MEMS flapping
mode TPR has a sensitivity of 1.9 kHz/ng. Thus, the presented
CMOS-MEMS device has performance comparable to SOI
implementation and is only inferior to FBAR mass sensors.

The performance of the prototype RPG using CCB TPO is
compared against other reported MEMS pressure sensors in
Table 4. A CMOS-MEMS based capacitance change (ΔC)
achieves a sensing range of 375–2,200 Torr (Liao et al., 2021).
Low pressure ranges typically employ a Pirani gauge. An SOI
implementation in (Lecler et al., 2019) achieves a sensing range of
0.03–3Torr bymeasuring the resistance change (ΔR). A piezoresistive
pressure sensor can detect pressure differential in 0–1,000 Torr (Lee
et al., 2014). The SOI TPR is employed as a resonant pressure sensor
inGuo et al. (2013). A linear frequency change (Δf) was demonstrated
over 300–600 Torr. A conceptual resonant Pirani gauge (RPG) of Li
et al. (2019) achieved a linear range of 0.02–760 Torr by combining
Δf, Q, and ΔR. This would require a complex digital signal processor
for an experimental realization. A similar extension in the sensing
range can be achieved by employing a TPO. The thermal-drive and

piezoresistive sensing include the effect of traditional Pirani gauge
sensors in resonant behavior. By measuring the gm, the presented
CCB TPO achieved a sensing range of 2–760 Torr despite the
significantly smaller sensing area (1/250) in Li et al. (2019). The
sensing range can be further increased by using a larger drive and
sensing area, that is, larger polysilicon resistors.

5 CONCLUSION

This article covered the multi-domain interaction in the working of
a thermal–piezoresistive resonator. The design flow was explained
with a mathematical model and an equivalent electrical circuit for
performance estimation. Steps to overcome the limitation of FEM
software in the simulation of the frequency responsewere described.
The open-loop response of a bulk (5 MHz) and flexural mode
(2MHz) TPR was characterized, and performance-critical
parameters were identified and verified for optimal design.
Evaluation of the thermal-piezoresistive oscillator was carried out
using a lock-in amplifier + PLL. Frequency stability measurements
were performed to estimate the limits for resonant sensing.

Mass sensing experiments were carried out on II-bar using a
nano-ink jet printer. A frequency shift of 25 kHz was observed for
a 1.22 ng Ag droplet corresponding to a mass sensitivity of
20 kHz/ng. The device has a mass resolution of 20 fg and can
be used as a high-sensitivity PM2.5 sensor.

Next, the pressure sensing capability of the flexural mode was
explored. The CCB combined the Pirani and resonant type with
quality factor change to achieve an extended sensing range.
Instead of requiring the measurement of fr, Q, R, and
additional computation, the proposed device achieved the
same result by monitoring a single easy-to-measure parameter

TABLE 3 | Performance comparison with prior works for mass sensing.

Parameter Kim et al.
(2006)

Harrington et al.
(2010)

Johnston et al.
(2009)

Hajjam et al.
(2011)

Liu et al.
(2017)

This work

Transduction Cap TPoS Piezoelectric TPR TPR TPR
Process SOI AlN ZnO SOI CMOS CMOS
Mode Cantilever Length ext FBAR II-bar Flapping II-bar
fr (MHz) 0.08 27 870 4.6 0.91 5.1
Pbias (mW) − − − 13.8 1.15 2.56
gm (μS) − 263 − Self. Osc 17 5.3
Qair (x1,000) − 23 113 4.4 0.6 1
MS (kHz/ng) − 4.2 3.3 × 106 31 1.94 19.99
Resolution (fg) 10 − − − 24 20

TABLE 4 | Performance comparison with prior works for pressure sensing.

Parameter Liao et al.
(2021)

Lecler et al.
(2019)

Lee et al.
(2014)

Guo et al.
(2013)

Li et al.
(2019)

This work

Detection ΔC Pirani (ΔR) Piezo-R (ΔR) Δf RPG RPG
Process CMOS SOI SOI SOI CMOS CMOS
Parameter Cap Res Res fr Equation (fr, Q, R) gm
Sensing range (Torr) 375 to 2,200 0.03 to 3 0 to 1,000* 300 to 600 0.02 to 760 2 to 760
Sensor area (µm2) 200 × 200 200 × 200 2,400 × 3,000 60 × 60 400 × 300 80 x 6

* Differential pressure.
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like gm. The device achieved a sensing range of 2–760 Torr for an
area of just 80 µm × 6 µm. The sensing range can be further
extended in the low-pressure regime by employing a larger drive
and sense area.
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